
The Amazing Son In-Law Chapter 1861-1870 
 
Chapter 1861 
“Selling face?” 
 
When Chengfeng heard this, he said with some emotion: “In this world, everything can be clearly priced. 
People say that the crime of killing his father is greater than the sky. Then you give him 100 million, ten 
100 million, or even 10 billion, 100 billion, there is always a price that can move him.” 
 
After that, he changed his words: “But! The key is how much money it costs to buy this face? If it really 
costs 10 billion, or even 100 billion, do you want to buy it too?” 
 
Zynn fell silent all at once. 
 
He really wanted to save Ruoli. 
 
Ruoli, she is her own flesh and blood. Tiger poison still doesn’t eat her, how can he watch her die? 
 
Ruoli, is the top master of the Su family, and she is still young, if she can be rescued, then she can make 
a great contribution to the Su family in the future. 
 
However, no matter whether it is sentiment or reason, the cost must always be weighed before 
calculating the plan to be implemented. 
 
If it is really necessary to pay a price of tens of billions or hundreds of billions, the Su family may not 
agree to it. 
 
After all, apart from him and the Old Master, no one in the Su family knew that Ruoli was his daughter, 
and they thought it was a subordinate of the Su family. 
 
It’s fair to spend tens of millions for a subordinate. A top expert like Ruoli spends a few hundred million, 
and he just bites his teeth and accepts it. 
 
But if you really want to spend more money, this matter will be clearly out of balance in the eyes of 
outsiders. At that time, even if they barely accept it, they will definitely wonder if there is any hidden 
truth in it. 
 
Seeing that he fell silent, Chengfeng said with comfort: “Zynn, if Ruoli is the flesh and blood of the Su 
family, your daughter, and my granddaughter, I certainly hope that she will be safe, but when doing 
business, we must weigh the pros and cons in everything. Disadvantages, or advantages equal 
disadvantages, can be done, but if the disadvantages outweigh the advantages, don’t force it.” 
 
Zynn asked in anguish: “Dad, tell me, how much cost and price the Su family is willing to bear for Ruoli? 
We also paid a great price to rescue Zhifei and Zhiyu this time…” 
 



Chengfeng thought for a while, and said: “if Ruoli is illegitimate after all, her identity is shameful, so I 
can’t equate her with Zhiyu. Let’s do it, within one billion, so that the accounting can be hidden. High, 
it’s troublesome for other people or your wife to ask.” 
 
Zynn hesitated for a moment and said, “Well, I will try it first, and I will fly to Osaka after a while to see if 
I can find the key person to mediate.” 
 
Chengfeng said: “Don’t go. The Japanese government has long known that you are behind the scenes, 
but they don’t want to get into trouble with Su’s family for the time being, so they won’t go further after 
arresting those who did it. But if you still don’t understand a little bit and leave Japan as soon as 
possible, in case there are changes in this matter, if someone among our people confessed your name, 
I’m afraid the Japanese government will change their mind and take you!” 
 
Zynn thought for a while, and felt that Dad’s words made sense. 
 
In this situation, the Japanese government has more or less sold the Su family for a little bit of face. As 
long as the murderer is brought to justice, they can not hold the Su family accountable. 
 
But if he doesn’t keep a low profile at this time, and instead goes to Osaka and try every means to 
mediate and save people, then he might be a bit shameless in the eyes of the Japanese government. 
 
When the time comes, the Japanese government’s lack of security will turn its face. 
 
Thinking of this, he sighed and said, “I know Dad. I will fly back from Aomori early tomorrow morning.” 
 
Chapter 1862 
“Yeah.” Chengfeng said: “You have to adjust yourself, don’t put all your thoughts on Ruoli. Now the Su 
family’s trouble is even greater. After returning, we will have a meeting to discuss the feasible solutions 
at this stage. The plan, if we don’t quickly fill up the lost power, some families will be ready to move!” 
 
“Ok, I see!” 
 
…… 
 
At this moment. 
 
Orgeyon, Ye family. 
 
The major news of the Su family in Japan has instantly detonated the entire Orgeyon public opinion. 
 
All the families were shocked by this news, because no one expected that the Su family, as the top 
family in China, would suffer such a big loss and encounter such a big failure in Japan. 
 
However, this news is a piece of huge bad news for the Su family, but for other families, it is a piece of 
good news that cannot be better! 
 
The strength of the Su Family in Orgeyon is indeed too strong. Except for the Ye Family’s barely able to 
fight them, the gap between the other families and them can be described as heaven and earth. 



 
Now the strength of the Su family has been severely damaged. For other families, the gap with the Su 
family has naturally narrowed, so everyone is naturally happy to watch the Su family’s jokes. 
 
Among them, the Ye Family was naturally the most excited one, not all of them. 
 
Zhongquan was pacing back and forth in the living room of the villa with excitement, saying, “The 
masters of the Su family have always been a problem to my heart, especially that Ruoli, young and 
strong, scary, and capable of doing things. She is very strong, and the execution is outrageous. She has 
always been a thorn in my eye and a thorn in my flesh. I didn’t expect that this time the full fold will be 
in Japan! It is great!” 
 
“Yeah!” Andrew on the side was also full of excitement: “The Su family is really losing money this time. 
The top masters have been swept up by Japan. For a long time in the future, they will all have their tails 
in their hands!” 
 
Zhongquan nodded and asked him, “How is Morgan talking with Takehiko?” 
 
Andrew shrugged: “Morgan met Takehiko at the hospital, but Takehiko doesn’t seem to be interested in 
continuing this business at this stage, so he doesn’t seem to be too caring.” 
 
Zhongquan said: “It is understandable. After all, even ordinary people may not accept this kind of thing 
after losing their legs. What’s more, Takehiko, Japan’s top rich man, is understandable to face a period 
of depression.” 
 
Andrew asked again: “Then should I let Morgan come back, or let him stay in Tokyo to see?” 
 
Zhongquan thought for a while and said, “Let him stay in Tokyo first, and then visit Takehiko in two days. 
Maybe his attitude will loosen. Now there are still a few days before the Chinese New Year. Let Morgan 
stay in Tokyo until the twelfth lunar month. Then come back again.” 
 
“Okay.” Andrew nodded and said, “Cynthia will go to Wrestvel tomorrow morning. It would be great if 
Marven is willing to come back for the New Year!” 
 
Cynthia chuckled and said casually: “It is good if Marven is willing to come back. If not, we can’t force 
it…” 
 
Zhongquan said very seriously: “The Ye family itself is not considered prosperous. If Marven is willing to 
come back, it will not only give the Ye family a boost, but also lock us in a marriage partner in advance. I 
dare not say that he can do it. Zhiyu from the Su family, but at least that Sara from the Gu family is 
within easy reach. Marriage with the Gu family is not bad. At least the two can be combined to suppress 
the Su family!” 
 
Chapter 1863 
Marven’s plane landed safely at Wrestvel Airport at around ten o’clock that night. 
 
In order to give Avella a surprise, he didn’t tell her of his coming back tonight. 
 



Zak Chen had already arranged the convoy to pick up from the plane, so when everyone got off the 
plane, they shared several cars and went home. 
 
Orvel and Liang left separately, and Zak Chen took the initiative to drive Marven back to Tomson, 
Marven naturally did not refuse. 
 
After getting in the car, Zak Chen smiled and said to him as he drove, “Master this time we made the Su 
family so miserable. If the Su family knows about it, I’m afraid it will be desperate with us…” 
 
“It doesn’t matter.” Marven said with a smile: “The Su family is now hard to protect itself. It has lost so 
many people. it will not be able to recover in a few years. It must be overwhelming in recent years. 
 
“This is…” Zak Chen sighed: “Ruoli, who was so distracted by the people of Orgeyon, was also brought in 
by you. The Su family really suffered a heavy loss this time.” 
 
“Ruoli?” Marven frowned and asked, “Who is Ruoli?” 
 
Zak Chen said: “This is the woman you greeted on the plane. She is Su Ruoli, one of the strongest players 
in the Su family.” 
 
“Oh?” Marven asked curiously: “Is she the heir of the Su family?” 
 
“No.” Zak Chen said: “She just happened to be Su. She joined the Su family at the age of 18 and it has 
only been three years now. However, in the past three years, there has been a lot of noise, and the 
strength is really intolerable.” 
 
Marven nodded lightly and smiled: “Unfortunately, I don’t have a chance to discuss with her.” 
 
Zak Chen laughed and said, “Master she is also a master among ordinary people. How can she be 
compared with you? If you just say a word of thunder, I think Ruoli will turn to ashes!” 
 
Marven said indifferently: “Thunder this kind of thing can’t be used too often, I have the opportunity in 
the future, I still hope to learn from real martial arts masters.” 
 
Zak Chen said: “The national martial arts masters are basically in Orgeyon. Some serve the top families.” 
 
Marven smiled slightly: “If I have the opportunity, I can go to Orgeyon again.” 
 
While talking, Zak Chen’s cell phone rang suddenly. 
 
He kept his cell phone on the cell phone holder in the car. He looked down and exclaimed: “Master it is 
your aunt who is calling…” 
 
“My aunt?” Marven frowned, and the image of a young woman appeared in his mind. 
 
He had an impression of his aunt. Aunt Cynthia was two years younger than his father. She was not close 
to his father before, and naturally she was not so close to a family of three. 
 



In his memory, his aunt was a relatively snobby woman, because she felt that the uncle was the eldest 
son, so the aunt had been close to him since he was a child. 
 
Moreover, because the uncle and dad were a little uncomfortable, the aunt stood in the uncle’s camp. 
Before, she always tried every means to help the uncle run against his dad. This was what bored 
Marven. 
 
Zak Chen was also a little puzzled at this time, saying: “I have no contact with your aunt. Don’t know why 
she called me suddenly, so I will answer it first.” 
 
“Good.” Marven exhorted: “Don’t disclose any information about me.” 
 
“OK Master!” 
 
Zak Chen said, reaching out and pressing the answer button. 
 
As soon as the phone call connected, he respectfully said: “Hello, Miss Ye!” 
 
Zak Chen was a subordinate of the Ye family, and the subordinates were called by the main family. 
Except for the Old Master, Andrew, Changying and Cynthia were all major members. 
 
Chapter 1864 
As for Marven’s generation, they are generally called Young Master and Young Miss. 
 
On the phone, Cynthia spoke with a high-pitched tone, “Zak Chen, are you in Wrestvel recently?” 
 
Zak Chen hurriedly said respectfully: “Miss back, I’m in Wrestvel.” 
 
Cynthia gave a hum, and said, “Tomorrow, vacate the presidential suite of Shangri-La Hotel, and arrange 
for a convoy to pick me up from the airport. I will fly there in the morning.” 
 
Cynthia usually travels by private jet, so there is no specific departure time at all. 
 
Get up early and go a little earlier; get up late and go a little later. 
 
After listening, Zak Chen asked in surprise: “Miss, you are coming to Wrestvel?! Don’t know what else 
needs to be prepared next?” 
 
Cynthia asked, “What has Marven been up to lately?” 
 
“Young Master…” Zak Chen glanced at Marven, who was expressionless in the back seat, through the 
rearview mirror of the car, and said: “He is not busy, he should be at home with his wife. Right.” 
 
Cynthia said in a somewhat contemptuous tone: “The dignified young master of the Ye family, it’s not 
fine to join a low-class family in a third-rate city. Gave him an Emgrand group. If he doesn’t manage it 
well, he only knows how to stay home with his wife and do housework every day. Pathetic!” 
 



Zak Chen was embarrassed and didn’t know how to answer the conversation for a while. After thinking 
for a while, he asked, “Miss, are you here this time to see Young Master?” 
 
“Right.” Cynthia said, “Tomorrow night, let Marven come to Shangri-La to see me, so I will invite him to 
dinner.” 
 
Zak Chen hurriedly said, “Oh, well, I’ll talk to him later.” 
 
“Yeah.” Cynthia said: “By the way, I am a person who recognizes a bed when sleeping. What brand of 
bed does the Master bedroom of your presidential suite use?” 
 
Zak Chen thought for a while and said: “It seems to be the black label series of Simmons in the United 
States, all imported with original packaging.” 
 
Cynthia blurted out: “Replace it! Change to a bed from Swedish Heisteng, and ask for their high-end 
series.” 
 
Heisteng’s bedding can be said to be the most expensive bed in the world. Any entry-level mattress 
costs hundreds of thousands, and a high-end series mattress costs millions. 
 
If you add the bed frame, at least two million. 
 
Even a five-star hotel would not use such an expensive bed. 
 
But now that Cynthia has spoken, Zak Chen can only agree and say: “Miss, Wrestvel might not have a 
Heisteng store. In this way, I will arrange for someone to buy it at Zhonghai tomorrow morning, and 
then drive it back to replace it.” 
 
“Yeah.” Cynthia’s voice sounded satisfactory, and continued: “Yes, there are quilts. I want to cover the 
quilt made of Icelandic goose down. Arrange it as well for me.” 
 
Iceland goose down is the world’s top and most precious and rarest top down. It uses soft down on the 
bre@st and underarms of the Iceland goose duck. It is very precious and is made into a quilt, which costs 
at least one million. 
 
In other words, if Cynthia came to stay one night, just preparing the bed and quilt would cost at least 
three million. 
 
Zak Chen did not dare to have any doubts, and immediately said: “OK eldest lady, I will do everything 
tomorrow.” 
 
Cynthia hummed: “Okay, so be it, I’ll hang up.” 
 
After speaking, she directly hung up the phone. 
 
Marven frowned at this moment and asked: “My aunt, suddenly coming to see me, what kind of 
medicine is sold in the gourd?” 
 



Chapter 1865 
Hearing Marven’s question, Zak Chen was also puzzled: “Master to be honest, don’t know your aunt. In 
my capacity, it’s actually difficult to have direct contact with the Ye family’s direct members. Steward 
Darren will have more daily contact with them. Why don’t you call and ask him?” 
 
Marven waved his hand and said indifferently: “Forget it, it doesn’t make sense to call and ask. Soldiers 
will stop you and the water will cover you. Let’s see what she wants to do first.” 
 
Zak Chen asked again: “Then will you go to dinner with her tomorrow?” 
 
Marven nodded: “Go, if you set a time, tell me directly when the time comes, and you won’t use it to 
pick me up, I will come by myself.” 
 
“Ok!” 
 
Marven thought of his aunt’s previous appearance. In his mind, she was a relatively mean and evil 
woman. When he was five years old, she married a young master from a quasi-first-line family in 
Orgeyon, and later gave birth to a son. Don’t know his name. 
 
So Marven asked Zak Chen: “Old man, what is the status of my aunt at Ye’s house now? It stands to 
reason that she is married, so she should not be able to intervene in family’s affairs anymore? 
 
Zak Chen replied truthfully: “Master your aunt has separated from her lover a long time ago, and since 
the separation, she moved back to the family.” 
 
Marven frowned and asked, “Separated? What’s the matter?” 
 
Zak Chen chuckled and said, “In fact, we shouldn’t say such things, but since you asked, Master I will tell 
you…” 
 
Immediately, Zak Chen gave a slight pause and explained: “When your Aunt married to the Sun family, 
although the Sun family is not as good as the Ye family, it is still a quasi-first-line family in the entire 
Orgeyon family. The overall strength is also very good. However. Six or seven years ago, the Sun family 
bet on the steel industry and invested a lot of money to build a steel group. It coincided with the 
continuous collapse of the steel industry, so the Sun family also lost a lot of money, and the family 
industry lost at least half of its assets.” 
 
Speaking of this, Zak Chen smiled helplessly: “Since the sun’s family was gone, your aunt had always 
wanted to get a divorce, but Master Ye felt that the divorce was detrimental, so he didn’t let her leave. 
Fortunately, your aunt moved from the sun’s family. Come out, went back to the Ye family, and then 
start working in the family again.” 
 
Marven nodded lightly and hummed: “It seems that my aunt is not a fuel-efficient lamp.” 
 
Zak Chen smiled and said: “Your aunt’s temper is really bad, and she is also famous in Orgeyon, so when 
you meet with her tomorrow, if there is something wrong, don’t be too impulsive.” 
 



“Okay, I see.” Marven smiled faintly and said: “In fact, I can guess without thinking, she probably wants 
me to return to Ye’s house.” 
 
“Yes.” Zak Chen agreed and said: “I think so, but steward Darren said that Master Ye really wants you to 
go back. Considering that you may be more resistant at first, so it didn’t make this matter clear.” 
 
Marven smiled and said, “This time the Su family’s accident, the Ye family should be very happy, right?” 
 
Zak Chen also smiled and said, “You really did a great favor to the Ye family. The Su family has not 
suffered such a big loss in many years. Master should be very happy.” 
 
Marven put away his smile, sighed, and his eyes became more determined and said: “These two 
families, whichever one is the only one, is cheaper than the other. One day, if I can step on them 
together, it will be considered a real success!” 
 
…… 
 
When Zak Chen drove to the door of Tomson, it was already eleven o’clock at night. 
 
Marven carried the suitcase, walked into Tomson alone, came to the door of his villa, swiped his card 
directly into the yard. 
 
The room was brightly lit. Marven opened the door directly with fingerprints before his wife and father-
in-law were asleep. 
 
At this time, Avella, Dave and Viola’s family of three are sitting in the living room, watching TV intently. 
 
Chapter 1866 
Avella heard the door ring, turned her head and found that it is Marven. She ran over to him in surprise, 
and exclaimed in excitement: “Husband, why are you back today? Yesterday you said I might have to 
wait for two more days?” 
 
Marven smiled and said, “Can’t I surprise you!” 
 
After speaking, Avella ran up to him and plunged into his arms. 
 
In the past few days that Marven went to Japan, Avella missed him every night. 
 
Before that, she rarely felt this way. 
 
Marven missed her when he went to Orgeyon, but she didn’t think so much. 
 
Therefore, when she saw Marven suddenly come back, she ignored her all-time reservedness and 
hugged him directly. 
 
Marven didn’t expect that his wife would hug him directly in front of the old man and mother-in-law, 
and for a while, he was a little delighted and embarrassed. 
 



So, he said to Avella: “Wife, if you want to hug, you have to wait until we return to the room. After all, 
your parents are still watching.” 
 
Avella also recovered and blushed all of a sudden. 
 
She was a little shy and fearful and said: “We just watched TV. It turned out that there was a massacre 
that killed more than 30 people in Japan a few days ago. It is really scary!” 
 
Marven asked in surprise: “Has it been reported in China?” 
 
“Yeah!” Avella nodded and said seriously: “Several TV stations are broadcasting, and it seems that they 
are still sending out troops to arrest suspects at the airport. They at once arrested three buses. The law 
and order seems terrible. Now, I know if it was so messy over there, and I won’t let you go if I knew 
anything!” 
 
Marven smiled and said, “Don’t know how messy there is, but it should be an accident.” 
 
Viola had already run over happily at this time and said excitedly: “Oh my dear son-in-law, you are finally 
back! You don’t know how much your mom missed you when you went to Japan these days!” 
 
Dave immediately dismantled the platform from the side and hummed: “You don’t miss Marven, you 
are thinking about what he brought you!” 
 
Viola immediately glared at Dave and cursed: “Dave, you don’t bullsh*t! I said it from the bottom of my 
heart. Even if my good son-in-law doesn’t bring me anything, I miss him!” 
 
Viola finished cursing in this voice, immediately turned to look at Marven, and asked with a smile: “Good 
son-in-law, have you come back this time, have you brought a gift for mom?” 
 
Marven nodded: “Take it, take it all.” 
 
With that, he took out the gift he bought. 
 
He first took out the ring that was bought for Avella, handed it to his wife’s hand, and said, “My wife, 
this is for you. Open it!” 
 
Avella asked in surprise, “What is it?” 
 
Marven smiled and said, “You’ll know by unpacking and taking a look.” 
 
Viola also hurriedly urged: “Avella, you quickly open it, and let Mom open her eyes to see what gift the 
good son-in-law has prepared for you!” 
 
Chapter 1867 
Seeing that Viola was already full of eagerness, Marven put the suitcase on the ground and was about to 
open it. 
 



Viola, who was on the side, could no longer hold it back, squatted down and said flatteringly: “Oh, my 
son-in-law, how can this kind of thing be bothering you? Mom will help you get it!” 
 
Marven smiled helplessly and did not object. 
 
Viola opened the box and saw a huge boss bag on the top. She couldn’t help but said, “Hey, this boss 
should be men’s clothing, right?” 
 
Marven nodded and said, “This is the suit I picked for dad. He is the standing director of the Painting and 
Calligraphy Association now. He always has social activities and so on. He is also a leader, and he is a 
little dignified to go out!” 
 
Dave was excited on the side: “Oh, Marven, you are really a good son-in-law of Dad! Dad has always 
wanted to buy a suit that can be worn out to drink tea, but I have been reluctant to start, but I did not 
expect you to do it for Dad! Thank you so much!” 
 
Viola curled her lips, took out the suit bag and threw it at Dave’s feet in disdain, and said 
contemptuously: “You old thing is also worthy of such a good suit? Look at your old face, are you 
worthy?” 
 
Dave angrily said, “Why am I not worthy? I am in my early 50s and I haven’t gotten blessed yet. Unlike 
you, the whole body is out of shape!” 
 
“What are you talking about?!” Viola suddenly exploded, and blurted out: “You dare to say that I am out 
of shape?! Aren’t you tired of life and crooked?” 
 
Dave hurriedly shrank his neck and said angrily, “I was just kidding…” 
 
Viola glared at him fiercely, and then said to Marven: “Good son-in-law, what boss suit do you buy for 
him? Just his old thing, wearing a fake is worthy of him. I saw you last time. The fake Rolex you found for 
him is not bad, and it’s good enough to match his bad Old Master!” 
 
Marven smiled and said, “Mom, Dad’s suit doesn’t have much money. It’s a discount. The gift I bought 
for you is much more expensive than this.” 
 
When Viola heard this, she immediately smiled and said happily: “Really? Ouch! My good son-in-law 
loves me! What gift did you buy for mom, show it to mom!” 
 
Marven took out the two Tiffany boxes, and handed the larger one to Viola. 
 
“Mom, this is for you.” 
 
Viola looked at the Tiffany logo on the package and immediately danced with excitement: “Oh! Tiffany! 
This…this is a big international brand!” 
 
Having said that, she immediately opened the package and couldn’t wait. 
 



After that, she opened the exquisite Tiffany jewelry box again, and when she glanced at it, she found a 
golden bracelet full of diamonds lying inside, and she was suddenly surprised! 
 
“d*mn! I know this bracelet! It sells for hundreds of thousands in China! It’s certainly not cheap to buy in 
Japan?” 
 
Marven smiled and said: “Mom likes it, it doesn’t matter if it costs more money or less.” 
 
Viola smiled: “Why don’t I say that my son-in-law is the best!” 
 
After finishing speaking, hurried up and put the bracelet on her hand, and watch carefully from all 
angles under the light. While observing, she exclaimed: “This Tiffany thing is done well! The 
workmanship is fine, and there is no fault at all! It’s so good with my temperament in my hands.” 
 
Although Dave secretly curled his lips on the side, he did not dare to say anything ironically. 
 
At this time, Marven took out another smaller gift box from the suitcase and handed it to his wife. 
 
Chapter 1868 
“My wife, this is for you, open it and see if you like it!” 
 
Avella was surprised and said: “Bought it for me too? Husband, it is not easy for you to make money. I 
usually don’t see you spend money for yourself, and you always buy things for me when you go out…” 
 
Viola hurriedly said: “Silly girl, Marven is an absolute model of a good man who loves you, admires you, 
and spoils you! Look at your dad, this old stingy man. When did he give me any valuable things? ?” 
 
Dave said angrily: “You used to control the financial power of the family. I don’t even have pocket 
money. What can I give you something?” 
 
Viola sipped: “I’m pooh! Even if the husband has no money, he will do everything possible to give things 
to his wife. How about you? You will make excuses for having no money. Haven’t you hidden private 
money yourself for so many years?” 
 
Dave picked up the suit Marven gave him and hummed: “I won’t tell you about these useless ones. I will 
go back to my room and try the suit my good son-in-law bought me! It happens that the Calligraphy and 
Painting Association will have activities tomorrow. I will wear this new suit then?!” 
 
Avella had already carefully unpacked the gift box. 
 
When she saw a brilliant diamond ring in the jewelry box, she was shocked and covered her mouth! 
 
Viola’s eyes widened several times and exclaimed: “Mom! Such a big diamond?! Should it be a three 
carat?!” 
 
Marven smiled and said: “Then you really know the goods, the main diamond on this ring is 3.2 carats!” 
 
“Oh!!!” 



 
Viola felt her scalp numb, and exclaimed: “So big?! This is not a millions?!” 
 
Marven smiled and said, “Renminbi is only eight hundred thousand!” 
 
“It’s only eight hundred thousand?!” Viola touched her chest, and said with emotion: “My dear! My son-
in-law is really good at it! Eight hundred thousand diamond ring, only eight hundred thousand, really. 
Great wealth! Great! Great!” 
 
Avella beside her couldn’t help being shocked, and said, “Marven, you are busy running around every 
day, and it is not easy to make money. Why buy me such expensive things… The ring is so expensive, I 
can’t wear it out, isn’t it a waste of money…” 
 
Marven said seriously: “My wife, we have been married for so long and haven’t bought you a ring. Just 
treat this ring as my belated wedding ring for you!” 
 
Avella’s eyes were moved with tears. 
 
She looked at Marven and choked: “If you really want to buy a wedding ring, then you can buy one for 
20,000 or 30,000. Don’t buy such an expensive one…” 
 
As she said, she wiped her tears and continued: “And look at you…every time you just buy things for me 
and parents, but never buy things for yourself, how can I live in my heart? Go willingly…” 
 
Marven smiled slightly, took out the ring, and took his wife’s right hand, and said seriously: “Avella, it is 
my blessing to marry you. Thank you for your persistence for so many years. This ring is what I, as your 
husband owe you, now I will make up for it, you must accept it!” 
 
“Yeah!” Viola also helped to echo: “Daughter, look at how good Marven is and takes care of you so 
much! You must have a good time with Marven. The most important thing is to have a baby quickly!” 
 
Avella was still moved by Marven’s affectionate confession, but when she heard this, she blushed 
immediately. 
 
At this time, Marven carefully put the ring on her right ring finger and said with a smile: “Wife, company 
is the most affectionate confession, thank you for being with me all these years!” 
 
Chapter 1869 
At this time, Avella was already moved to tears. 
 
Looking back on the years of marrying Marven, she was also filled with emotion deep in her heart. 
 
Back then, grandpa insisted on letting her marry Marven, she didn’t understand, and the whole family 
strongly opposed it, but grandpa still used his Carden to make her compromise. 
 
However, forced marriage made her misunderstand marriage from the beginning. 
 



After marrying Marven, the marriage she thought was to follow her grandfather’s request and be 
Marven’s wife. The two would live together like that. It didn’t matter whether it was suitable or not, it 
didn’t matter whether she liked it or not. 
 
Therefore, the two have respected each other for a long period of time. Although they are nominally 
husband and wife, they are actually just strangers living under the same roof. 
 
Especially when he first got married, Avella also suffered strong pressure from all sides because of 
Marven’s identity. 
 
At that time, everyone was in her ears and kept telling her: Marven is a Rubbish, a d*ck, and a rubbish. 
She shouldn’t be with Marven, and divorce Marven quickly. 
 
But for her at that time, since she chose to marry him, no matter whether she was willing or not, she 
didn’t want to embark on the road to divorce. 
 
After all, Marven has never done anything to miss. 
 
Later, in her post-marriage life with Marven, she gradually saw the shining points on Marven’s body, and 
gradually developed a little affection. 
 
However, she has never understood what it is like to like and love. 
 
After all, Avella had never been in a relationship before, and she was relatively ignorant and stupid 
about feelings, so that the two of them had been so confused to this day. 
 
And now, facing Marven’s affectionate confession, she suddenly felt a feeling of extreme acceleration in 
her heartbeat, which made her short of breath and dizzy. 
 
Of course, she was moved to tears. 
 
Viola on the side saw this scene with joy in her heart. 
 
She really felt that Marven was indeed a good son-in-law who could stand the test. 
 
In the past, those rich second generations who liked Avella, although they were extremely flattering to 
her, there were few who could really do Marven’s steps. 
 
Looking back in the past, she treated Marven so much and insulted him so much. He still took his respect 
for his mother-in-law and always called her a mother. From this point of view, Marven is a good young 
man who repays his grievances with virtue. 
 
What’s more, she has repeatedly caused serious disasters, and in the end it was Marven who helped her 
settle, and even saved her life more than once. These are classic models for repaying morality! 
 
The most important thing is that Marven is finally promising now. 
 



A Tomson villa worth more than 100 million and two BMW cars were all earned by Marven. Every time 
he went out to show others Feng Shui, he would buy her many expensive gifts. 
 
Such a son-in-law, to be honest, is really hard to find with a lantern. 
 
Moreover, he is really good and caring for her daughter, which is even more rare. 
 
So she hurriedly said to Avella: “Avella, Marven must be tired after flying back so late. You two should go 
back to the room and take a sh0wer together and go to bed early!” 
 
“Ah?” Avella was startled, her face flushed immediately, and said at a loss: “Mom…you…what are you 
talking about…what together… a bath…” 
 
Viola said solemnly: “Isn’t it normal for a couple to take a bath together? It just so happens that the 
bathroom in our big villa also has a luxurious bathtub. That bathtub is suitable for two people. You can 
also wipe Marven’s back or something. , How great…” 
 
Avella was so embarrassed that she couldn’t wait to get in. 
 
Although she is now more than 20 years old, in fact, she is still a little girl who has never been in a 
relationship before. 
 
Viola suddenly asked her to take a b@th with Marven and asked her to wipe Marven’s back. She 
couldn’t adapt at all, she was ashamed and embarrassed. 
 
Chapter 1870 
Marven knew that his wife was a shy woman, and she had no experience in that aspect. How could she 
be able to hold Viola’s ridicule. 
 
So he hurriedly said: “Mom, at first she feels thin-skinned, so don’t shame her.” 
 
Viola smiled and said, “Avella, have you seen it? Marven thinks more of you!” 
 
As she said, she stretched her waist and said, “I won’t talk to you anymore. I have to go back to my room 
and take pictures of my bracelet. You guys should rest early!” 
 
While talking, Dave walked out of the elevator wearing a brand-new boss suit. 
 
As soon as he saw the three of them, he walked around the elevator entrance with a smug look, and 
smiled: “Look, the old Xiao still has some foundation, this suit is almost tailor-made, you just say I have 
this figure. It’s rare in the world to be blessed in the fifties!” 
 
At this time, Dave, wearing a high-end and decent suit, did look very stylish. In addition, he did a good 
job in body management. At first glance, he really did not look like a person in his 50s. 
 
But Marven knew very well in his heart that Dave was actually a lazy man, and he didn’t exercise much 
at all. The reason why he could keep his figure so good was completely tortured by Viola for so many 
years. 



 
Although Viola has converged a lot now, the former Viola is simply a female devil. Whoever puts on a 
wife like this will be awful and dying. She is bored and bored every day. She doesn’t even have any 
appetite for eating, and she doesn’t want to gain weight. It’s too impossible. 
 
So Marven praised: “Dad, you are dressed like this, and you look like you are forty years old. You really 
have a very good temperament!” 
 
“Yeah! Hehehe!” Dave smiled triumphantly, and said: “When I was in college back then. It was also a 
famous school grass, not much worse than those little fresh meats now!” 
 
Avella shook her head helplessly: “Dad, when can you be a little humble? If you say this, it will make 
people laugh!” 
 
Dave curled his lips and said, “What are you afraid of? Your father, I put it in the pile of old men. That is 
definitely one of the best. To use an idiom to describe it, it’s called a triumphant crowd!” 
 
Viola looked at Dave, who was young and styled, and felt really uncomfortable. 
 
She couldn’t help thinking in her heart: “Dave’s dog stuff, it’s really like that to clean his my figure, he 
has been getting blessed all these years, and he is getting a little out of control! During this period of 
time at home, my legs have been injured. , And even a serious lack of exercise, which leads to 
continuous weight gain! No! I must lose weight and get back to my body! Nothing can make me 
comparable to Dave!” 
 
So Viola gave Dave an unconvinced glance, did not speak to him, but said to Marven and Avella: “I’m 
going back to the room, and you two will go back to rest soon.” 
 
Avella blushed and responded, “Okay mom, you go back to the room and rest!” 
 
Dave also said: “Marven, you go back to your room early to rest. You must be tired after running around 
for so many days. Let Avella put some hot water for you and take a good bath!” 
 
Avella couldn’t help but feel ashamed when she thought of what her mother said just now, but when 
she thought about it, her husband was really working hard. Taking a bath can relax a lot, and the feeling 
of exhaustion will definitely be greatly improved. 
 
So she said to Marven: “Marven, you can chat with dad for a while, I’ll go up and ready some water, and 
you can take a bath in ten minutes.” 
 
Marven nodded. 
 
After Avella and Viola took the elevator upstairs together, Dave pulled Marven to make him a cup of tea 
to relieve his fatigue. 
 
As soon as Marven sat down, the phone buzzed. 
 



Looking down, it was an unfamiliar number from Orgeyon, so he stood up and said to Dave, “Dad, I’ll 
answer the phone.” 
 
Dave said: “Answer the phone right here, go out?” 
 
Marven nodded: “The customer is calling.” 
 
After speaking, he stepped out of the door. 
 
When he came to the yard, Marven pressed the answer button and said, “Hello, who is it?” 
 
On the phone, a woman’s enthusiastic voice came: “Oh, Marven, I am your aunt! For so many years, 
your aunt really missed you so much!” 


